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Indian constitution nurtures the aspirations of its citizens and is a true living constitution 

inasmuch as it gives the widest possible amplitude for the realization of both individual 

liberties and desires and at the same time enforces the need for collective growth and 

development. 

With a view to celebrate the importance of Constitution Day and to introduce our 

Constitution to the young learners at an extended level, the Quiz Club Middle Wing 

organized a quiz on Constitution.  The quiz aimed to teach the students that this dynamic 

document focuses on rules and regulations and also gives power to the government for 

pursuing the collective good of the society. 

Students from class VI to VIII participated in the quiz and four teams were selected to be a 

part of the quiz (3members in each team) to compete with one another. The quiz included 

various questions to make the students aware about the Preamble to the Indian 

Constitution, Fundamental Rights and Duties, Directive Principles of State Policies and so 

on. The quiz helped to familiarize children with the history of the making of our Constitution 

and the eminent people involved in its making. 

All the teams depicted great enthusiasm and excitement during the quiz with team C(The 

participants in team C were Hardik  Raheja -6C, Aanshi Anand-7C and Parv-8C) being the 

winner of the quiz.   

With the joint efforts of all, the quiz was organized successfully and was a learning 

experience for all. Not only did it teach our students to be committed to the constitutional 

values and nurture in them the democratic principles but also it motivated them to depict 

their  leadership skills,speaking skills, creativity and teamwork during the organization and 

successful planning of the quiz organized.  


